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 Automatic Classification of the Right Hemisphere Patients through voice dynamics
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Brain injury to the right hemisphere can result in impaired 
communication, despite relatively well-preserved core 
linguistic skills. Impaired ability to produce a normal prosodic 
intonation has been reported (Duffy, 2012).

The purpose of this project was to expand on traditional 
acoustic measures to refine our understanding of RHD 
prosody. Our aims were:

1) to achieve a more fine-grained understanding of the 
speech patterns in RHD than has previously been 
achieved using traditional acoustic measures

2) to use supervised machine-learning to classify speech 
production as belonging to the control or the RHD group

3) assess symptoms' severity based solely on voice 
dynamics.

Our analyses were based on previously collected descriptions 
of the Frith-Happé triangles  (Abel et al, 2000) by 21 
participants (11 patients with RHD, 8F and 3M, mean age=63, 
sd=8 and 10 matched controls) for a total of 151 video 
descriptions. 
We selected basic measures of pause behavior (Number of 
Pauses, Average Length) and fundamental frequency (Fig 2). 
(Minimum, Maximum, Mean and Range) as well as measures 
of stability and regularity for both (Recurrence Rate, Det, L, 
LMax, Entr, Lam, Vmax, T1, T2, Trend) (Fig 3). In all cases we 
employed ElasticNet (10-fold cross-validation, Alpha=.5) to 
further limit the number of features selected.

Diagnosis based on voice quality was good, with an average 
balanced accuracy of 88.43 % (p<.00001, confidence 
intervals: 83.5-92.36 percent). Sensitivity was 89.6%, and 
specificity was 96.75%.

Prediction of FIM scores was also good, with an adjusted R 
square of 70.80% (p< .00001). The voice of participants with 
RHD was characterized by long and frequent pauses, as 
well as by a low speech rate. F0 was less varied and 
organized in longer repeated sequences grouped in shorter 
cycles. 

The red triangle ran away
from the blue triangle

We employed a 10-fold cross-validated discriminant function 
(Mahalanobis rule), and a 10-fold cross-validated logistic 
regression to classify the selected features. We then used a 
10-fold cross-validated multiple linear regression to predict 
scores on the FIM. The variance explained is balanced by 
individual variability and number of predictors. The 
classification and regression processes were iterated 1000 
times and the results averaged. 

Results
RHD productions could be automatically "diagnosed" by a 
classifier, using few acoustic features. In addition, these 
features could reliably predict functional indepenence 
measures
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Prosodic production in right-hemisphere stroke patients:
 using temporal dynamics to characterize voice quality
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